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(1) Is there any list of all vulnerabilities found? (2) Can a cve be added with CVE string into known_vulns/cve? (3) Is there a process (similar to cvecheck) to check if a given CVE has been reported? (4) Could we add some CVEs that are not yet reported? A: In CVE entries that don't have a CVSS score have the information that they can be mitigated in many different ways. For example
CVE-2007-2679 had a CVSS score of 0. The Mitigation section said "it is possible to mitigate this issue by using full path locking, avoiding true full paths, filtering read operations from the cmdexec API, or by limiting the length of command lines." These ways have clearly been tried. I don't believe the intention was to list all possible mitigations. They would not be mitigations that could not be
applied. I would expect something like this: Microsoft has provided mitigations for some CVEs. For example they have provided mitigations for CVE-2007-2679 CVE-2007-2679 Mitigation Name: The cmdexec API is not exposed by any API. The cmdexec API is not used to launch any command and there is no parameter passing to/from the cmdexec API. The cmdexec API is never loaded when
programs are run. The cmdexec API is not loaded in the library, and libraries are unloaded before shutdown. The cmdexec API is not loaded as an anonymous DLL, and there is no use of the builtin DLL in which it is loaded. The cmdexec API can only be used if it is loaded as a non-external DLL by a process that is running 32-bit code. The cmdexec API cannot be used to pass command line
arguments to 32-bit command line processes. The cmdexec API cannot be used to pass parameters to a 32-bit command line process that is started using the cmdexec API. The cmdexec API can only be used to pass parameters to a 32-bit process started by a 64-bit process. The cmdexec API can only be used to start a 32-bit process using the cmdshell API. The cmdshell API cannot be used to start
any process. The cmdshell API cannot start a process if the the API is
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